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Unit-1
Concepts and Overview of Entrepreneurship
Learning Objectives

Concepts and
Overview of
Entrepreneurship

 Understand the concepts of entrepreneurship, its need and scope
and importance.
 Explain meaning of the term entrepreneur and classification of
various types entrepreneurs.
 Draw a line of demarcation between entrepreneurs, intrapreneurs
and managers.

Structure
1.1 Introduction
1.2 Definition
1.3 Nature and Characteristics
1.4 Need and Importance
1.5 Benefits of being an Entrepreneurship
1.6 Types of Entrepreneurs
1.7 Relationship between Entrepreneur and Entrepreneurship
1.8 Entrepreneurs vs. Managers
1.9 Entrepreneurs vs. Intrapreneurs
1.10 Summary
1.11 Key Terms
1.12 Self Assessment Questions Further readings
1.13 Model Questions

1.1 Introduction
An entrepreneur is someone who organises, manages and assumes
the risks of a business or enterprise. He is an agent of change. Also,
entrepreneurs are individuals who recognise opportunities where
others see chaos or confusion. Entrepreneurs are the creators and
builders of new ventures that not only fulfil their own dreams, bring
them huge fortune but also make a story impact an society and
ultimately improve the quality of lives of people.
When we hear the word „entrepreneurs‟ , images of top business
tycoons – Dhirubhai Ambani, LN Mittal , Bill Gates – flash in our
mind . While these high profile „success stories‟ can be inspirational
for some, most of us would find it difficult to associate our own
lives, personalities or abilities with these world famous multiPage 1
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millionaires. But the fact is that virtually, everybody is
entrepreneurial in some aspect of his or her life, entrepreneurial in
terms of self-development, entrepreneurial in terms of risk taking,
entrepreneurial in terms of creativity, entrepreneurial in terms of
self-decision making. When these entrepreneurial traits are utilized
by a person in running his business, he can rightly be called an
entrepreneur.

1.2 Definitions
Entrepreneurship has been considered as the propensity of mind to
take calculated risk with confidence to achieve predetermined
business objectives.
There are many views and opinions on the concept of
entrepreneurship forwarded by some of the world famous
management gurus and economists as mentioned below which will
help in understanding this concept.
Oxford Dictionary
“A person who sets up a business or businesses, taking on financial
risks in the hope of profit”
International Encyclopaedia
“An individual who bears the risk of operating a business in the
face of uncertainty about the future conditions”
Schumpeter's Definition ―The entrepreneur in an advanced
economy is an individual who introduce something new in the
economy- a method of production not yet tested by experience in
the branch of manufacturing, a product with which consumers are
not yet familiar, a new source of raw material or of new markets
and the like”
Drucker’s Views on Entrepreneur
“An entrepreneur is the one who always searches for change,
responds to it and exploits it as an opportunity. Innovation is the
specific tool of entrepreneurs, the means by which they exploit
changes as an opportunity for a different business or different
service”
Richard Cantillon
“A person who pays certain price for a product to resell it at an
uncertain price thereby making decision about obtaining and using
resources while assuming the risk of enterprise”
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1.3 Nature and Characteristics

A clear analysis and appraisal of the above definitions further
signifies the nature and characteristics of entrepreneurship. An
entrepreneur is considered as a business leader and not as simple
owner of capital. He is a person with intense drive and talent who
perceives business opportunities and promptly seizes them for
exploitation.
For
successful
accomplishment
of
stated
goals/objectives, an entrepreneur should have the following
characteristics and nature;
Innovation: Entrepreneurship is innovative process. Innovation does
not mean „invention‟. It means introducing new products, new
technology, searching new markets, and discovering new sources of
raw material etc. the innovation function gives impetus to the
economic development of a country. Schumpeter has regarded
innovation as a main feature of entrepreneurship. Tata‟s „Nano‟ car
is an Example of innovation in automobile industry.
Risk
bearing: The second
important characteristic of
entrepreneurship is risk taking. Business is full of risks and
uncertainties. The entrepreneur has to bear a number of risks in
forming and running the enterprise. The market and price to be
received is uncertain, there is a risk of changes in consumer likes and
dislikes, in government policies, the competition may intensify etc.
The entrepreneurs are calculated risk takers and not gamblers. They
bear all risks in business in return of profit. Entrepreneurship
develops in a society, which has a large number of persons ready to
take risk.
Decision-making:
Entrepreneurship
involves
decision-making.
Entrepreneurs have to take decisions on selection of product, site,
raw material, labour, technology etc. They have to decide the
quantum and sources of capital, marketing strategies and so on.
Success of entrepreneurs depends on the ability to make decision
promptly and accurately, and this requires a creative and analytical
mind.
Dynamic process: Entrepreneurship is a dynamic process. In the
course of time, enterprises grow, unsuccessful enterprise die and new
enterprises are established. The nature of enterprise, methods of
business, nature of technology change over a period of time. Today‟s
complex and uncertain environment compels the entrepreneurs to
remain dynamic in order to survive in the market.
Organizing process: Entrepreneurship is an organizing process in
the sense that the entrepreneur has to organize various factors of
product, create an organization structure and define the roles and
responsibilities of personnel and manage the enterprise. Alfred
Marshall has emphasized the organizing and management functions
Page 3
of entrepreneur.
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Accepting challenges: Entrepreneurship gives importance to
accepting challenges by the entrepreneurs. In any business, there are
tremendous challenges, and the entrepreneurs cannot avoid them.
The task of seeking opportunities and exploiting them itself is
challenging. In today‟s era of globalization and hyper change
entrepreneurs have to face more challenges.
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Management: The entrepreneurs should manage the resources in
an effective and viable manner. The management function has
become more impact in modern times. It is the effective
management, which helps entrepreneur to achieve the goals,
maintain and improve the market share, fulfil the needs of
customers and earn sufficient profit. The main characteristics of
entrepreneurship are shown in the
following figure :

1.4 Need and Importance of Entrepreneurship

It has been said that entrepreneurship is essential for economic
development of nations across the globe. The entrepreneurs played
an important role in their development. In socialist economies, the
state played the role of the entrepreneur. But in a developing
country like India which followed the path of mixed economy, both
the government and the private entrepreneurs played an equally
important role. Of course, there has been a significant increase in
entrepreneurship in India in the post liberalisation period. People
have now begun to realise the crucial role the entrepreneurs have to
play for achieving the goal of economic development. They are
regarded as the prime movers of innovations and act as key figures
in economic development of a country. Thus, entrepreneurship:
a)
b)
c)
d)

helps the formation of capital by bringing together the savings
and investments of people;
provides large-scale employment opportunities and increases
the purchasing power of the people;
promotes balanced regional development in the country;
helps in reducing concentration of economic power (power to
own the factor of production in a few hands).
Page 4

1. 5



Benefits of being an Entrepreneur

First of all, being an entrepreneur you learn basic skills like –
time management, creativity enhancement, passion, strategy
planning, etc.



It certainly helps developing strong technology skills or expertise
in a key area.



You develop the ability to keep going in the face of hardship.



By studying Entrepreneurship and Innovation in college you can
understand and adapt change, because change is at the very core
of Entrepreneurship.



You develop the ability to think and then do big.



Do what you enjoy.
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1.6 Types of Entrepreneurs
Entrepreneurs may be classified in a number of ways.
A.

ON THE BASIS OF TYPE OF BUSINESS:

Entrepreneurs are classified into different types. They are


Business Entrepreneur: He is an individual who discovers an idea
to start a business and then builds a business to give birth to his
idea.



Trading Entrepreneur: He is an entrepreneur who undertakes
trading activity i.e; buying and selling manufactured goods.



Industrial Entrepreneur: He is an entrepreneur who undertakes
manufacturing activities.



Corporate Entrepreneur: He is a person who demonstrates his
innovative skill in organizing and managing a corporate
undertaking.



Agricultural Entrepreneur: They are entrepreneurs who
undertake agricultural activities such as raising and marketing of
crops, fertilizers and other inputs of agriculture. They are called
agripreneurs.
Page 5

ON THE BASIS OF USE OF TECHNOLOGY:
Entrepreneurs are of the following types.
1)

Technical Entrepreneur: They are extremely task oriented.
They are of craftsman type. They develop new and improved
quality goods because of their craftsmanship. They concentrate
more on production than on marketing.

2)

Non-Technical Entrepreneur: These entrepreneurs are not
concerned with the technical aspects of the product. They
develop marketing techniques and distribution strategies to
promote their business. Thus they concentrate more on
marketing aspects.

3)

Professional Entrepreneur: He is an entrepreneur who starts a
business unit but does not carry on the business for long period.
He sells out the running business and starts another venture.

B.

ON THE BASIS OF MOTIVATION:
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Entrepreneurs are of the following types:
1)

Pure Entrepreneur: They believe in their own performance
while undertaking business activities. They undertake business
ventures for their personal satisfaction, status and ego. They
are

2)

Guided by the motive of profit. For example, Dhirubhai
Ambani of Reliance Group.

3)

Induced Entrepreneur: He is induced to take up an
entrepreneurial activity with a view to avail some benefits from
the government. These benefits are in the form of assistance,
incentives, subsidies, concessions and infrastructures.

4)

Motivated Entrepreneur: These entrepreneurs are motivated by
the desire to make use of their technical and professional
expertise and skills. They are motivated by the desire for selffulfillment.

5)

Spontaneous Entrepreneur: They are motivated by their desire
for self-employment and to achieve or prove their excellence in
job performance. They are natural entrepreneurs.

C.

ON THE BASIS OF STAGES OF DEVELOPMENT:

They may be classified into;
1)

First Generation Entrepreneur: He is one who starts an
industrial unit by means of his own innovative ideas and skills.
He is essentially an innovator. He is also called new
entrepreneur.

2)

Modern Entrepreneur: He is an entrepreneur who undertakes
those ventures which suit the modern marketing needs.
Page 6

3) Classical Entrepreneur: He is one who develops a self supporting
venture for the satisfaction of customers‟ needs. He is a stereo type
or traditional entrepreneur.
D.

CLASSIFICATION
ON
THE
ENTREPRENEURIAL ACTIVITY:

BASIS

OF

They are classified as follows:
1.

Novice: A novice is someone who has started his/her first
entrepreneurial venture.

2.

Serial Entrepreneur: A serial entrepreneur is someone who is
devoted to one venture at a time but ultimately starts many. He
repeatedly starts businesses and grows them to a sustainable size
and then sells them off.

3.

Portfolio Entrepreneurs: A portfolio entrepreneur starts and runs a
number of businesses at the same time. It may be a strategy of
spreading risk or it may be that the entrepreneur is simultaneously
excited by a variety of opportunities.

E.

CLASSIFICATION BY CLARENCE DANHOF:
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Clarence Danhof, On the basis of American agriculture, classified
entrepreneurs in the following categories:
1.

Innovative Entrepreneurs: They are generally aggressive on
experimentation and cleverly put attractive possibilities into
practice. An innovative entrepreneur, introduces new goods,
inaugurates new methods of production, discovers new markets
and reorganizes the enterprise. Innovative entrepreneurs bring
about a transformation in lifestyle and are always interested in
introducing innovations.

2.

Adoptive Or Imitative Entrepreneurs: Imitative entrepreneurs do
not innovate the changes themselves, they only imitate techniques
and technology innovated by others. They copy and learn from
the innovating entrepreneurs. While innovating entrepreneurs are
creative, imitative Entrepreneurs are adoptive.

3.

Fabian Entrepreneurs: These entrepreneurs are traditionally
bounded. They would be cautious. They neither introduce new
changes nor adopt new methods innovated by others
entrepreneurs. They are shy and lazy. They try to follow the
footsteps of their predecessors. They follow old customs,
traditions, sentiments etc. They take up new projects only when it
is necessary to do so.

4.

Drone Entrepreneurs: Drone entrepreneurs are those who refuse to
adopt and use opportunities to make changes in production. They
would not change the method of production already introduced.
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They follow the traditional method of production. They may
even suffer losses but they are not ready to make changes in
their existing production methods.

6. There is another classification of entrepreneurs. According to this,
entrepreneurs may be broadly classified into commercial
entrepreneurs and social entrepreneurs.
Commercial Entrepreneurs : They are those entrepreneurs who
start business enterprises for their personal gain. They undertake
business ventures for the purpose of generating sales and profits.
Most of the entrepreneurs belong to this category.
Social Entrepreneurs : They are those who identify, evaluate and
exploit opportunities that create social values and not personal wealth.
Social values refer to the basic long standing needs of society. They
focus on the disadvantaged sections of the society. They play the role
of change agents in the society. In short, social entrepreneurs are
those who start ventures not for making profits but for providing
social welfare.

1.7 Relationship between Entrepreneur and Entrepreneurs hip
Entrepreneurship is concerned with the performance and coordination
of the entrepreneurial functions. This also means that entrepreneur
precedes entrepreneurship.

Entrepreneur
Person
Organiser
Innovator
Risk-bearer
Motivator
Creator
Visualiser
Leader
Imitator

Entrepreneurship
Process
Organisation
Innovation
Risk-baring
Motivation
Creation
Vision
Leadership
Imitation

1.8 Entrepreneurs vs. Managers
In general it is commonly understood that entrepreneurs are always
business owners, but managers are paid employees in the organisation.
A clear line of demarcation can be made between entrepreneurs and
managers on several parameters as detailed below:
Page 8
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1.9 Entrepreneurs vs Intrapreneurs
Bases of difference
1. Dependency

Entrepreneur
An entrepreneur is
independent in his
operation.

2. Raising of funds

he/she himself raises
funds required for the
enterprise.
He/she bears the risk
associated with the
enterprise.

3. Risk

4. Operation

He/she operates from the
outside.

Entrepreneur
But an entrepreneur
is dependent upon
the entrepreneur i.e
the owner
Funds are not raised
by the entrepreneur.
He/she doesn‟t fully
bear the risk
associated with the
enterprise.
He/she operates
within the
organisation itself.

1.10 Summary
An entrepreneur is an agent of change who plays a vital role in the
economic development process .In fact he is an organiser who combines
various faction of production to produce a socially viable product or service
and user his initiative, skill and motivation aspiring for high achievements.
All entrepreneur posses certain important quality, skill and characteristics
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so as to emerge successful in their respective ventures .The
entrepreneurs are broadly classified in to four types, namely ,imitative,
innovative, fabien and drone entrepreneurs .Entrepreneur and
entrepreneurship are two sides of the same coin, while an entrepreneur
is an individual who creates and establish a businessmen ,
entrepreneurship is the process adapted by an entrepreneur to do so.
An entrepreneur differs from a manager on various counts. While the
entre happens to be the owner of a businessmen, the manager happen
to be a paid employee .The entrepreneur emerging from within the
confiners of organisation are called “Intrapreneurs” .The scope of
entrepreneurship is tremendous country like India with problem of
population and huge unemployment.

1.11 Key Terms


Manager- A person who manages the different managerial
activities of an organisations



Entrepreneur- An individual who takes initiatives to launch new
products / services for the society, thereby taking risk and earning
reward / profit.



Entrepreneurship- It is the entire process of undertaking
entrepreneurial activities in an organisation.



Intrapreneurs- A person who undertakes entrepreneurial activities
through utilizing not his own resources, but utilizes the resources
in an organisational context.

1.12 Self-Assessment Questions

1.

Who is an entrepreneur and how is he different from a manager?

Ans:
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2. Consider an entrepreneur whom you know in person. Find out what
are the most significant reasons for him to peruse an independent
business career.
Ans:

Further readings
1.

Desai V. The Dynamics of Entrepreneurial Development and
Management, Himalaya Publishing House, Mumbai.

2.

Ray, R. Entrepreneurship, Oxford University press, Neco Delhi.

3.

Lall, M. and Sahai, S, Entrepreneurship, Excel Book s, New
Delhi.

4.

Khanku, S S, Entrepreneurial Development. S Chand & Company
Ltd, New Delhi,
Entrepreneurship
Sharma, S. Mathur, R. and Triatic,
Development, Vikas Publishing House Pvt Ltd, New
Delhi.

5.
N.

1.13 Model Questions
Question :
1.
2.
3.

What in meant by intrepreneur? How will you distinguish
intrepreneur from entrepreneur?
Mention some of the important characteristics of successful
entrepreneurs.
Why creativity and innovation is considered to be important for
entrepreneurs to succeed in life and career ?
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Unit-2
2-

Entrrepreneu
urial Skills and Coompetencies

Learnin
ng Objectiives :
A
After
readingg this unit, yoou will
1)

U
Understand
w are entrrepreneurial skills
what

2)

K
Know
what are
a entreprenneurial comppetencies and
d how these are acquiredd.

Structu
ure :
2.1

E
Entrepreneuri
ial competen
ncies

Entreepreneurial
Sk
kills and
Com
mpetencies

2.2
E
Entrepreneuri
ial Launchhing Compeetency, Entterprise Management
Competeency.
2.3

Q
Qualities
of Entrepreneur
E
r , Habits of Entrepreneuur

2.4

E
Entrepreneuri
ial skills

2.5

L us sum upp
Let

2.6

K terms
Key

2.7

Self-assessmeent questions

2.8

Further Readiings

2.9

M
Model
Questiions.

2.1

E
Entreprene
eurial com
mpetenciess:

Competeencies aree underlyingg characterisstics of a person
p
whichh result in
effective action and / or superioor performannce. Entreprreneurial com
mpetencies
are inborrn urban quaalities and quualities deveeloped througgh training, experience
and guidaance.
T
There
are classsified underr the followiing heads :
 B
Behavioural competenciees
 Enterprise
E
laaunching com
mpetencies
 Enterprise
E
maanaging com
mpetencies
Cha
art-1

Behaviouural competeencies

ENTREPRENEURIAL COMPETE
ENCIES

Venturee initiation and
a success ccompetenciees

Personal entrepreneu
urial
Competeencies
Enterprise
Launching

E
Enterprise
ment
Managem

Competenciies Competeencies
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B
Behavioural
competencie
c
es are basic competenciies which arre latent in
the entreepreneur whhich needs too be identifiied and nurttured. Some others are
acquired through traiining and praactice. Thesee are necessaary.
i)

too venture intto an enterprrise

ii)

too realize goaal for which the
t enterprisse is established.

ii)

iss, to organisee an enterpriise
V
Various
behaavioral comppetencies are given as unnder :

Chart-2

Entrep
preneurial
Sk
kills and
Com
mpetencies

Behaviooral competencies
Initiativees

Look forr Opportunitty

Persistennce

Informattion Seekingg

Quality Consciousne
C
ess:

Commitm
ment to worrk

Efficienccy Orientatioon

Systemaatic planningg

Problem solving

Self- Co
onfidence

Assertiveeness

Persuasion

Monitoring

Concernn for employee welfare

Effectivee Strategist
1.

In
nitiatives:
Itt is an innerr urge to do something. Jamsetji haad urge to sttart a steel
pllant. He saw
w established steel plannts set up by
y the coloriaal masters.
Y he dream
Yet
mt big. His sprit of natiionalism miight have firred him to
acction. The same spiritt inspired JJ.R.D. Tata to start ccommercial
av
viation. He diversified Tata empiree to locomootive and auutomobiles.
H was shoooting at seriees of movinng targets, by
He
b setting hiimself new
gooals , Kiran
n Mazumdarr Shaw tookk initiative to start biottechnology
in
ndustry with
h ambition to
t make it one of the top 10 biottechnology
co
ompanies off the world. The
T first stepp is taken, thhen the results follow.
He does thinngs before being asked or forced by
H
y events its. He starts
frrom scratch or
o extends, business
b
intoo new areas, products or services.

2.

L
Looks
for op
pportunity :
H sees and acts on oppportunities. M.S. Oberroi collectedd cash and
He
puurchased hottel at Shimlaa. Had he thhought twice, he waveredd he would
neever have become
b
ownner of a chain of hotels.. Narayana M
Murty saw
th
he opportuniities in outssourcing IT and never looked
l
backk. The first
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man hasgreatt advantagees. He facess uncertaintty
m
en
ntrepreneursship. No uncertainty, no risk, no gainn.

but thaat is about

A opportunity has four essential
An
e
quaalities :
Diagram
m 1 : Opportunity
Attractive
e

Time
ely

Entreepreneurial
Sk
kills and
Com
mpetencies

Opporttunity

Product / Service
e that ads
va
alue to its users.
u

Du
urable
Diagram 2 Three waays to identiffy an opporttunity.
Observe

Solvving Problem
ms

Finding
gs gaps in
the Ma
arket Place

Frrom trends, an entrepreeneur can stuudy and obsserve them.. They can
puurchase marrket forecast and analysiss from indep
pendent research firms.
E
Environmenta
al trends – economic forces, soocial forcess, political
ch
hanges, tecchnological advances –suggest business or
o product
oppportunity gaps.
g
The second stage involvees, finding a solution. The third stepp is to find
T
ouut gap in market
m
place - a product or servicee needed by a specific
grroup of peoople. One may not havee large markket to be of interest to
s. e.g. dessign of cllothes. Thee entrepreneeur senses
m
manufacturer
oppportunity by
b prior expperience or social netw
work. If he is creative
en
nough, he caan divine it.
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3.

P
Persistence
:
No enterprisee is free from
N
m obstacles. IIt is not rosees all the wayy. You try,
yoou fail, youu try and try
t again. ‘T
Try again’’ formula m
makes him
suucceed. Obsstacles may come once or in a serries. The enntrepreneur
dooes not givve way. Hee persists annd persists till the obsstacles are
reemoved and he attainssuuccess. Tallent with help initially to
t set up a
buusiness, perssistence withh stabilize thhe business.. As Japanesse say, fall
seeven times, stand
s
up eighht.

4.

In
nformation seeking : An
A entreprenneur keeps his
h eyes and ears open.
H dreams buut is not blinnd to opinionns around. He
He
H consults experts, he
m not be onne. He does personal ressearch on how to providee a product
may
orr services. He
H asks queestions, listenns to all points of view
w, even the
negative onees. After coollecting information, he takes decision
d
or
chhanges decission.

5.

Quality Con
Q
nsciousness: An entreprreneur sets high
h
quality standards.
H doesnor compromisee on qualityy. Mumbai Dabbawala,takedabba,
He
hand over annd return thee dabba bacck home in time.
t
It is done
d
seven
days in a weeek for 365 daays with preecision. Thatt is how theyy have won
Six Sigma reccognition. Very
V
few inddustries run by
b more weaalthy, more
E
Educated,
mo
ore organizedd industries have this staandard.

6.

Commitmen
C
nt to work : Entrepreneeurs make peersonal sacriifice. They
w
work
more annd more, giv
ve away moore time and efforts to reealize their
drream. They work to geet a job donne, aim at customers
c
saatisfaction.
T
There
are no ‘ifs’ and ‘buut’s in their commitmen
nt.

7.

Efficiency Orientation
E
O
: An entrepreneur does things efficciently. He
does it with fewer resouurces or at a lower co
ost. He findds ways of
w method of working,
reeducing costt or improviing efficienccy, tries new
new productts, new maarkets, all with cost efficiency aand fewer
reesources.

8.

Systematic planning
p
: He
H plans stepp by step to reach goal. Large task
iss divided intto smaller task. With eacch task, he lists problem
ms and how
too overcome these obsttacles. Step by step approach
a
wiith a time
scchedule fallss. It is not about,
a
anyhoow, anytimee. He plans aand knows
how to do it. He puts timee so that the task is perfoormed in sett time.

Entrep
preneurial
Sk
kills and
Com
mpetencies

Some people see:
i)

Planning is unnnecessary; whatever haas to be donee is to be donne.

ii)

There is no time
T
t
for plaanning. We are known for action rrather then
pllanning.

iii)

Planning takees away flex
xibility. Youu have to takke decision on the job
im
mmediately without
w
the luxury
l
of thiinking, plannning and chaanging.
E
Entrepreneur
is not one who
w subscribbes to these views.
v
He thinks :

i)

Planning is necessary
n
as what to do,, how to do and what not to do in
d be thought about.
fuuture should

ii)

There is timee for everyth
T
hing. If we pplan earlier, you do not waste
w
time
laater.
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iii)

Flexibility do
oes not meann that one wiill act though
htlessly.
a act flexibbly.
So he plans, and

Entrep
preneurial
Sk
kills and
Com
mpetencies

Plann
ning takes
awayy flexibility
Planning
Secondly is used
etting funds
for ge

Where is time
for planning

Planning shou
P
uld not
h
have
a Budgett

9.

Problem Solving : He
P
H takes prroblems as challenges, and tries
diifferent wayys of solving
g all these. Iff one way off solving is nnot helpful,
he tries otherr ways. Wheen he discusss with peopple, he takes a cue and
addopts new iddeas / solutio
ons. He solvves as and when
w
these arrise. It may
not be perfectt way but hee solves in tim
me, may bee imperfectlyy. When an
E
Entrepreneur
looks for iddea, he does not looks fo
or professionn. He starts
w imperfecct ideas and improve on it.
with

10.

Self-Confideence :
An entrepreneur has stronng belief in self
A
s and ownn abilities. H
He does not
coonsider him
mself inadeq
quate. He stiicks, to own
n judgement even if he
has nor attainned success at early stagges. He is fuuturistic and is hopeful
of success in future.
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11.

Assertivenesss: He does not avoid pproblems. He
A
H faces them
m directly.
H knows whhat to say, when
He
w
to say aand whom to
o say. He taakes people
too task for faiilure or non-compliance..

12.

P
Persuasion:
He
H successfu
fully persuaddes othes. Hee





Convincess someone too provide fin
nancing.
Convincess customers to
t buy a product or serviice.
Convincess employees that what th
hey are doingg is right.
Convincess himself about
a
organnisastion’s pproduct or
services.

13.

Monitoring : He developps procedurees to ensure that
M
t work is completed
inn time with lesser cost. He monitorrs so that his goals aree achieved
w
within
a presscribed timee limit. Timee is valuablee. Monitorinng is timebound and eff
ffectively red
duces cost annd eliminates delay.

14.

Concern for employee welfare
C
w
: He is employeee-oriented tto improve
thhe welfare of employeess. They are im
mportant staakeholders inn business.
T
Their
interestt of is conncern to him
m. Hepromots loyalty bby working
w them, working
with
w
for them.
t
Tata inntroduced laabour welfarre schemes
inn such a waay that there was no striike in that company
c
forr decades ,
N
N.R.
Narayannamurthy of Infosys made hundrreds of $ and rupee
m
millionaires
a
among
the employees.
e
The entreprreneur learns that the
happiest are those
t
who doo the most foor others.

15.

Effective straategist : An entrepreneuur faces probblems and unncertainties
E
inn future witth a strateggy. DhirubhaaiAmbani foound out loopholes in
L
License
-Perm
mit Raj, Th
hese restrictiive instrumeents becamee strategies
foor growth fo
or Reliance Industries.
I

Entrep
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The sttrategist usees business ccontacts or in
ndustrial people as his
aggents to acco
omplish his goals.
2.2.1Entterprise Lau
unching Com
mpetency :
T
There
are
Determin
nation com
mpetencies: competenciees and focuus needed to bring a
business into existence.
Opportu
unities Competencies : Competencee necessary to
t identify annd exploits
elements of businesss environmeent that can lead to proffitable and sustainable
s
business..
Resource competen
ncies : Thhe ability oof the entrepreneurs at
a funding
expendabble componeents necessaary to the opeeration of bu
usiness.
Time

Financing

Informatiion

Raw materrials

Location
n

Expertise

T followingg are Enterp
The
prise launch
hing compettency


C
Competency
to understannd the naturee of businesss.
To annalyse advanttages of busiiness

niversity
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To maaximize oppportunities and
a minimizze the risks of running
buusiness.


C
Competency
to determinee the potential as entreprreneur.
To finnd out abilityy of employeees in his buusiness.
To deetermine poteential for pllanning, opeerations, personnel and
publicc relations.
To ev
valuate own potentials for
f decision
n - making, problem solvinng and creatiivity.



Entreepreneurial
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C
Competency
to develop a business pllan.
To ideentify busineess plan
To usee mechanism
m for developping businesss plan.



C
Competency
to obtain tecchnical assistance
To sellect professional consulttants.
To wo
ork effectiveely with them
m.



C
Competency
to choose thhe type of ow
wnership.
To annalyze the typpe of ownersship of businness
To taake steps an
nd to follow
w the steps necessary to file for
ownerrship of busiiness.



C
Competency
to plan the market
m
strateegy.
m
To plaan tools for marketing.
To plaan marketingg mix.
To use decision - making tools
acctivities.



andd evaluate marketing

to locate thee business
C
Competency
To unndertake locaal feasibility study



C
Competency
to finance bu
usiness.
To esttimate financce for busineess and to so
ources
To preepare cash flow,
fl
fund floow , and proofit loss stateements.



C
Competency
to deal with business.
To asssess the effects of regulaations on bussiness.
To ennsure compliaance of Govvernment rulees and regulations.

2.2.2 Entterprise ma
anagement Competenci
C
ies


C
Competency
to manage thhe business.
To plaan goals for the businesss.
To establish orgaanizational structure andd control praactices and
prrocedure.



C
Competency
to manage human
h
resouurces.
To plaan goals for the businesss.
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C
Competency
to manage human
h
resouurces
To wrrite job descrription for em
mployees.
To develop traininng programm
me for emplooyees.
oyee Evaluaation System
m.
To develop Emplo



C
Competency
to promote the
t business.
Entrep
preneurial
Skiills and
Com
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t
plan
To develop long term
motional effeectiveness
To conduct and evvaluate prom


C
Competency
to manage sales
To develop sales plan
p for the bbusiness.
To develop policies and proceedure for seeeking the cusstomers.
n for trainingg and motivaating sales peeople.
To develop a plan



C
Competency
to keep busiiness recordss.
w books of acccount will be
b maintaineed.
To determine how
b maintaineed.
To ideentify the typpes of recordds that is to be



C
Competency
to manage finance
fi
To ideentify financcial control ppoints.
To ideentify Breakk Even Point and to fine Cash
C
Flow P
Patterns.



C
Competency
to manage credit
c
and collection.
To develop variouus credit andd collection policies.
a
To adopt
im
mplementation.



Maanagement Informationn System ffor policy

to protect buusiness
C
Competency
To deetermine costt of insurancce to minimiize losses onn a account
of theft, robbery etc.
e

2.2.3 Claassificationoof competen
ncies
Competeencies

Charactteristics

Achievem
ment

Initiativee, looking fo
or opportunitty

Competeencies

persistennce, commitm
ment to workk
Quality
taking.

Planning competenciies
seeking,

Goal

conscioussness,
setting,

Rissk

Informatioon

Planningg, Monitoring
Power

f-confidence..
Perssuasion, self-

u
To sum up
niversity
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Enterpriise launchin
ng competen
nciesare :
Competeency to underrstand the naature of busiiness.
Competeency to deterrmine potenttial of enterpprise.
.Compettency to dev
velop busin
ness plan
a
Competeency to obtaiin technical assistance.

Entreepreneurial
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Competeency to choose the type of
o ownershipp.
Competeency to plan the market strategy.
s
Competeency to locate the type off business.
Competeency to plan the market strategy.
s
Competeency to locate the business.
Competeency to final business.
Competeency to deal with
w businesss.
Entrepreeneur manaagement com
mpetencies are :
Competeency to manaage business
Competeency to manaage human reesources.
Competeency to Manaage businesss
Competeency to manaage sales
Competeency to keep business reccords
Competeency to manaage sales
Competeency to manaage credit annd collectionns.
Competeency to proteect business.

niversity
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From cusstomer’s poiint of view , the capabilitties are classsified as folllows :
Product specific cap
pabilities vissible to custtomers

Product quality.
q

Performannce features Range / varriety

N
New Productts

Process specific
s
cap
pability visib
ble to custom
mers

p sales proocess
Pre and post

Entreepreneuriall
Sk
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Tenndering proccess

Dealer management
m
p
process
Co
omplaint hanndling processs
Process specific
s
cap
pabilities invvisible to cu
ustomers :

Creation of data basee on low costt.
Material managemennt process

Purchase process
Product dev
velopment prrocess

Qualityy assurance process
2.3 Quallities of an entrepreneu
e
ur :
2.3.1 An entrepreneeur possessees the qualitties as given
n under :














Visionary
Visualizes goaal and successs
In
nitiative
M
Motivation
Risk‐taking
Creativity
Knowledge
Ability
Seelf‐confidence
Determination
n
Aptitude
Tiime Orientatiion
Co
ommitment to work

niversity
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Diagram
m–4

Vision
n
Given back
b
Helpingg Employee
Helpingg Society

Innovatio
on
Creativityy

Entrepreneu
ur

Visualizing Goal
Motivvation

Com
mmitment to work
w
Time
e Orientation
Risk takiing
Rule Breeaking
Determination

Knowledge
Ability
Self Believe

S
Idea series tells, about 5 qualities
q
of
Stephen Key, author of One Simple
entreprenneur.
i)

A unwaverinng passion
An

ii)

O
Open
minded
dness

iii)

T desire to be an experrt
The

iv)

A forward loo
oking approaach

v)

A constant flo
ow of ideas.

Meiko Patton
P
adds :
vi)

W
Willingly
faill and reflect..

S
Samuel
Beckkett adds, “E
Ever tried, evver failed. Try
T again. Faail again, “
Planning for failuree makes, yoou strong .Radical ressults demannd extreme
behaviouur. Doing a little moree is not ennough Beingg extreme iis winning
strategy.
2.3.2 Habits
H
of succcessful entrrepreneurs :
Odisha Sttate Open Un
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1.

Always learnn an entrepreeneur is a stuudent of bussiness, technnology and
A
huuman resourrces. He learrns not in cllassroom butt in work sittuation and
byy committinng mistakes.

2.

Lacck of money
y does norsttop any onee to succeedd as entrepreeneur. You
neeed money. How
H
to get and managee money, hoow to get crredit is not
common know
wledge. But a coach / connsultant helpps.

3.

m
You need moneey you needd return on
Focus on miission not money.
m
money.
But focus
f
on lonng term succeess.

4.

Don’t just be busy. The key
D
k is not efffort but effoorts with a foocus on the
reeturns on youur time and effort.

5.

C
Create
assets that create income
i
and w
work flow.

6.

Delegate rouutine matters, so that tthe entrepreeneur conceentrates on
D
hiigher value adding
a
policcy, planning or strategy.

7.

Shift from selling
s
prodducts to seelling solutiions that atttract new
cuustomers.

Entreepreneurial
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W right haabits one cann be a successsful entreprreneur.
With
8.

Planning for failure or thinking off an exit sttrategy forcees to look
ossibilities you
y
look frrom the view
wpoints of investors /
unnpleasant po
cuustomers.. Planning
P
for failure makkes it easierr to move onn. Connect
w people, make businness happen. It is that siimple. It you are hurt,
with
lick your wou
unds and gett up again, saays, Richardd Branson. It
I is certain
thhat you do not
n know all answers. Doo what you are best at. Constantly
thhink about doing things better
b
and quuestioning yourself.
y

vii)

To win big, you
T
y have to take big riskks. Big riskss means big failures as
w as succeess, says Billl Gates in his famous book Businness @ the
well
sp
peed of thou
ught.

Bad Hab
bit :
1.

T win at all costs and alll situations.
To

2.

Passing, judg
gement, the need
n
to rate oothers.

3.

mehow’ doess not show your
y
positivee approach.
Starting with ‘no but som

4.

ve proper reccognition to employees
e
and
a partners..
Failing to giv

5.

E
Everybody
ex
xcept me is responsible
r
f failure.
for

6.

N listening : The most aggressive
Not
a
fr
from
of disreespect for collleagues.

7.

M
Making
excuses

8.

Failing to exppress gratitudde.

2.3.2 Enttrepreneur Under
U
Thirty::
Successful buusinessman under
u
30 havve the follow
wing qualitiees1)

D
Disciplined

3)

Open mindeed

2)

C
Confident

4)

Self-starter

5)

C
Creativity

6)

Determinatiion

Odisha Sttate Open Un
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7)

Strong peoplees skills 8)

Compeetition

9)

e
Strong work ethics

10)

Passion

m- 5
Diagram
Who is an Entrep
preneur
Entrepreneuriall
kills and
Sk
Com
mpetencies

Seelf Starter

Com
mpetition

C
Creativity
Determinaation

Strong People Skiills
Confid
dent
Open
n Minded
Strong work ethics
Passsion
Discipline

B
bettween visionn and pragm
matism on oone hand annd
The Entrrepreneur Balances
innovatioon and cautio
on on the othher :
Diagram
D
-6
6
Entreprene
E
eurial
Balance
B

Caution

Vision
n

Entrepreeneur

D
Determinatio
on

Flexib
bility
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Gallup studies
s
meree than 1000 entreprenneurs and pins
p
on the following
qualities::
1.

B
Business
focu
us

2.

C
Confidence

3.

C
Creative
Thinnker

4.

D
Delegator

5.

D
Determination
n

6.

Inndependent

7.

K
Knowledge
seeeker

8.

Prompter

9.

Builder
R
Relationship

10.

R Taker
Risk

Entrepreneurial
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2.3.3 :
ward winning
g entrepreneeurs say :
What aw
1.
Fear of failurre :” If you are
a afraid off losing monney, you will not make
it to succcess”.
H
HamdiUlukya
a, Founder of
o Chobani.
2.

Risk taking : “You have to be able to
R
t take the risk and be pprepared to
loose everythiing “ Hankk and Donnna Roth, fo
ounder of C
Cool Gear
Innternational””.

3.

Flexibility : “When you realize youu are not go
ood at someething, you
omething else”.
need to try so
D
David
M. Rub
benstein, Co
o-founder D..Carlyle Grooup.

4.

Delegates : “Don’t
D
“
deleggate at the bbeginning. The
T best waay to get a
handle on thee business is to learn eveery aspect”.
n, Co-found
der, Honest Tea.
T
Seth Goldman

5.

L
Listen
: “Listen to those who
w have beeen before”.
K
Karin
Mayr, Founder
F
of Sabika.
S

6.

Passion : “Yo
ou do everyth
hing and neeed to be willling to do evverything”
A
Annette
Catin
no, Founder of Quality C
Care.

7.

Failure : Failure does not
n mean stoop. It is sim
mply a u-turrn to keep
going”
L William, Founder world of EPI.
Lisa

8.

Problem solv
ving - “Solvee a problem
m and create something tthat people
need”
B
Brian
Schultzz, Founder of Studio Moovie Grill.

9.

Re-invention : “Keep youur ears to thee ground andd be ready foor constant
R
reeinvention”.
Jeennifer Blum
min, Founderr of Skylightt Group.
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10.

Excellence: “Always
E
“
exeecute with exxcellence andd learn forw
ward to take
sm
mart risks”
K
Karri
Bass, Co-founder,
C
I
Illumination
Research.

11.

Paradoxical Thinking
T
: “Trust
“
your self. Remem
mber makingg big leaps
reequires paraadoxical thiinking. Whaat you wannt is differeent results
coompared witth what mosst everyone eelse wants or
o is willing to do what
itt takes to gett”.
A Brown, Founder of Ellevate.
Ali

12.

Self Confidennce : “You have
h
to belieeve in what you
y do” Kathhy Ireland,
W
Wide.
Founder, Kathhy Ireland World

13.

Find the tenn smartest annd most releevant peoplee in your Inndustry and
“F
reead every thiing they produce. I would learn their wisdom booth a shortcuut to excelleence and com
mpetitive oppportunity”.

Entrepreneuriall
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T Mc., Mu
Tim
ullen, Foundeer Redpeppeer.
14.

Iddea : “Be currious and quuestioned, evverything”
Ju
ustin Gold, Founder
F
Justtin’s.

15.

Learn from failure : “R
L
Rejection iss a gift and
d failure is the
edducation . Soo when someeone knockss you down, get back up”.

best

K
Kathy
Irelandd, Founder of
o Kathy Irelaand worldwiide.
16.

Determinationn : “And to win you havve to go all in
D
i “No half way”. “No
partway” in. All
A in”.
P Riley, Prresident Miam
Pat
mi Heat.

17.
Passion : “ Do
D something
g you are paassionate aboout, do som
mething you
love”.
M
Marry
Perra, CEO General Motors.
18.

Q
Quality
: “Bee so good theey can not ignore
i
you,”
M Anderessen, Co-Founder Anderressen Horow
Marc
witz.

19.

Persistence : “My motto, persistence and speed”
M
Martin
Sowelll, CEO, WP
PP Group.

20.

Learning : “N
L
Never stop learning.
l
Thhis strongestt leader are those who
arre life long students”.
s
InndraNooyi, Chairman,
C
P
Pepsi-co.

21.

Get the Bestt Out of Em
G
mployee : ““People can be bought with their
pockets” and they can bee stimulatedd with their brains,
b
but oonly if you
w their heaarts, they willl give you their fullestt effort driveen by their
win
positions”
A
Andrew
Liveris, Presiden
nt, Dow Chemicals.

22.

Decision Mak
D
king : “Nevver make an important decision
d
whiile you are
feeeling emotiional, either too happy, surprised orr angry. Nevver make a
biig decision, until you haave talked itt over with people
p
you trrust. Then,
be decisive, ones
o
you havve heard them
m out”
A
Andreus
Glusski, Presiden
nt, The AES Corporation
n.
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23.

Opportunity : In a worldd of scarcityy, the criticaal skill is to maximize
O
oppportunities. In the new
w world w
where everything is abuundant, the
crritical need is to make good
g
choicess.
Francisco, D’’Souza. CEO
O, Cognizantt.

24.

Good leaderrs put their team first and create where
w
emplloyees feel
“G
em
mpowered too share ideass and feedbaack”.
Entreepreneurial
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M
Michale
F. Mahoray,
M
President, Bostoon Scientificc.
25.

‘D
Do, not to doo’
Itt is far moree important to decide w
what you aree not going to do than
w you are going to do ? We wont do XYZ. Fo
what
ocus and sim
mplicity are
w
work
force multipliers”.
m
D
Darren
Husto
on, CEO, thee Priceline Group.
G

26.

People – Orieented : “Takke care of yyour people and
a they willl take care
of you”
H
Hicks,
Chairm
man Foot Loocker.

27.

Reputation : “Most
R
“
things into the woorld can be bought
b
or soold, but not
a reputation”..
B
Bettinges,
CE
EO, Charles Schwab

28.

Mistake : “Thhink but donn’t over thinnk. Make miistakes. Learrn, then try
M
aggain You caan learn from
m every one and any onee but be yourr self. Pour
evverything yoou have intoo everythingg you do. Thhere will be no regrets
because you did
d your besst”.
Jeen Hsun, Hu
uang, CEO, N.Vidia.
N

29.

Comparison: “Never coompare youur weakness to someoone else’s
C
sttrength, It is important to
o focus on your own speecial talents””.
H
Hayley,
Barn
na, CEO, Birch box.

30.

Conflicts: “D
C
Don’t be afraaid of tensionn, Creative tension
t
is esssential for
crreating a product
p
for the audiencce, with maximum
m
muusical and
thheatrical rigo
our.
C
Christopher
K
Koelsch,
President, Los A
Angeles Opeera.

m-5
Diagram
How to fail
f as an Entrepreneu
ur :

My productt is the best
My idea is the
t greatest

I don’t havee completion

My technology is
the best
Ones the id
dea is
acted upon,
customer will
w
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2.3.4 De
eveloping Entreprene
E
eurial Com
mpetencies
s
E
Entrepreneurs
s have certaain innate qqualities. Otthers can bee acquired
throughexperience annd training. Resource
R
coompetencies regarding loocation and
informatiion and caan be acquirred by liaisson and relaationship wiith people.
Experiennce can help in developiing competeency to obtaain technical assistance
and com
mpetence to choose
c
the type
t
of ownnership. Entrrepreneur management
competen
ncies like coompetencies to manage credit and collection,
c
coompetency
to keep buusiness recorrds and com
to managge finance, competency
c
mpetency to
manage sales
s
are leaarnt in Basic programmee on Entrepreeneurship. C
Consultants
may be engaged forr hiring of right
r
peoplee to man fin
nance publicc relations,
nd human resources. How to w
weld them into a teaam is the
sales an
entreprenneurial respoonsibility. Th
his can be ffacilitated byy training inntervention.
M difficultt part relatess to training of Behaviouural Compettencies like
Most
initiative, risk taking
g, looking forr opportunityy etc. Prof. Davis
D
Mc Clleland who
is know
wn for his celebrated theory of achievemen
nt motivatioon through
Kakinadaa experimennts proved that
t
these ccompetencies can be accquired by
training. First, we try
y to find outt what we doing
d
self-asssessment giives a clue
to competency reco
ognition. Seccond, we ccompare. inddividual com
mpetencies
with com
mpetencies required for
fo desired performancce. Third, B
Behavioral
scientist can devise ways and means
m
to deevelop the required com
mpetencies.
Various simulation exercises
e
annd visualizattion methodds are used to
t enhance
competen
ncy. Continu
uous applicaation can reeduce the gaap between the actual
and desiirable level of perform
mance. Feedbback is freeely and professionally
given so that the gapp is reducedd over time. Fourth mottivational traaining may
help joob perforrmance, . Job deesigning, Job re-enngineering,
OrganisaationBehavio
oural
inteervention, fflexitime, flexible
f
bennefits and
empowerrment help inn improvingg entrepreneuur and emplo
oyees compeetency.
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2.4 Entrrepreneuriall skills :
The skills arre entreprenneurs abilityy to deal with
T
w
socio - economic
foorces, organ
nisations, siituations annd those areeas of settiing up an
ennterprise andd its manageement.
Inndividual Sk
kill

Functional skill
s

G
Group
skill

Technical skkill

B
Business
Mannagement sk
kills Personaal Entrepren
neurial skill
B
Behavioural
s
skill

Communicaation skill.

Individu
ual skills
o
o
o
o
o

knowlledge skills
Analyytical skills
Probleem solving skills
s
learninng skill
functiional skill

kills :
Group sk



Innterpersonal skill
Ability to wo
A
ork and learrn together
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Technica
al skill :



Technology management
T
m
t
W
Writing
skill

Businesss managemeent skill :







pllanning
Goal settings
G
D
Decision
makking
A
Accounting
M
Management
C
Control
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Personall Entrepren
neurial Skilll :





Risk Taking
R
Innnovation
chhange Orienntation
V
Vision

Behaviou
uralSkill :





Innitiative
motivation
m
T
Team
play
Self - manageement

Commun
nication skiills :




listening skilll
W
Writing
skill
Speaking skilll

Health Orgaanization (W
WHO) classifies the life skills into three
World H
caategories : Thinkingg Skill :
Social aw
wareness, gooal setting, prroblem solviing and deciision makingg.
Social sk
kills :
Working
g with otherss, building positive relatiionship with
h stakeholder, listening
and efficient communnication, inter personal relationship.
r
.
Negotiattion skill :
Negotiatiing with others
T
There
are different
d
typpes of entrrepreneurs. Types of skill vary
accordingg to type of entrepreneeur, locationn, clientele. A serial enntrepreneur
has the followings skills in order of impportance as revealed inn Harvard
Business Review surrvey of 170000 working adults.
a
1.

Persuasion

2.

L
Leadership

3.

Personal accoountability
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4.

G orientatiion
Goal

5.

Innterpersonal skills

Serial en
ntrepreneurs gets things started, ggives respon
nsibility to somebody,
moves on
n to a new iddea and new
w venture. Thhis suits enteerprises whoo has lot of
unique iddeas. They keep
k
openingg up virgin products
p
insttead of focussing on the
existing ones. e.g. Virgin
V
Groupp by Sir Ricchard Branson owns 2000 different
C
for morre than half
companiees, Indian seerial entrepreeneur Ashokk Soota is CEO
his life tiime, establisshed Mindfreeeahd Happiiest Minds. K.
K Ganesh, and
a Meena
Ganesh have
h
Marketics, Tutorvissta and otherr companies.

Entrepreneuriall
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Rural enntrepreneurs,, on the othher hand, reequire alltoggether differrent skills.
They demand
d
Group
G
skillls (interpersonal efffectiveness) Personal
entreprenneurial skillls rather than
t
strongg Business managemeent skills.
Similarly
y, Entreprenneur establisshed in backkward distriicts and inteerior areas
will emphasise on Marketing
M
skiill and Hum
man relationss skills, otherr condition
remainin
ng the sam
me. Micro enterprises requiredss interpersoonal skill
rudimenttary accountiing and mark
keting skillss.
2.5Let us sum up:
Possessioon of certaain competeencies ressult in supeerior perfo
formance .
Behaviouural compeetencies aree:
Initiatiives, Looking for oppportunity,
Persistennce, informattion seeker, Quality Connsciousness, Commitmennt to work,
Commitm
ment to effficiency, Proper
P
plannning, Prob
blem - solvving, Self
confidencce , Assertivve, Persuasiv
ve Effectivee monitoringg Employee Welfare Oriented and Effecctive strateggist. Besidess there are Enterprise Launching
Competeencies and Ennterprise Maanaging Com
mpetencies.
These co
ompetenciess are in innnate nature. They can also be accquired by
training, experience and
a guidance.
Entreprenneurial skills rises cann be of diifferent types : Individual skill,
Function
nal skill, Social Skill, Kn
nowledge Skkill, problem - solving skkill, Group
Skill, Tecchnological skill, Persoonal Entrepreeneurial skilll, Behavioraal skill and
Commun
nication skilll etc.
Types off skill vary according
a
to location, coountry, produuct, clientelee etc. Rural
areas witth emphasis on local coonsumption requires sim
mpler skill. S
Some skills
are innatee, some skillls can be in acquired
a
by training andd experience.
2.6Key Terms
T
:
Entrepreeneurial coompetenciess : Possession of certain competenciees result in
superiorr performaance: thesee are Initiaative, Look
king for oppportunity,
Persistennce, Informattion seeker, Quality connsciousness, Commitmennt to work,
Commitm
ment to efficciency, Propeer planning, Problem sollving, Self-cconfidence,
Assertivee, Persuasivee, Effectivee monitoringg, Employeee Welfare - Oriented ,
Effectivee strategist.
Achievem
ment Orientation :
Some off these com
mpetencies reelate to achhievement motivation
m
e
e.g.
Seizes
Opportunnity, Efficieency orienttation, Com
mmon for high qualitty System
planning, Monitoringg.
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Product specific
s
capaabilities visibble to custom
mers. These capabilities belongs to
product are seen by
b the custtomers e.g. Product quality,
q
Rannge/Variety
Performaance featuress.
Process specific cappabilities-invvisible to cuustomers. Th
hese capabillities are :
dering proceess, Dealer
Order fuulfillment prrocess, Saless service prrocess, Tend
Managem
ment Processs, Complaintt handling pprocess. Furtther, Purchase process,
Productio
on process, New
N producct, Developm
ment processs etc. are alsso invisible
to custom
mers.
Entrepreeneurial Sk
kills, Skillls dealing w
with situation, Organizzation and
emergingg, socio-economic forcees. e.g. Indiividual skill group skilll, Personal
Entreprenneurial skill,, Behaviouraal skill, Com
mmunication skill etc.

Entreepreneuriall
Sk
kills and
Com
mpetencies

Group sk
kills : Abilitty to work / learn togetheer.
Personall entrepren
neurial skills : Disciplinne, Risk takkes, Innovattor, vision,
ability too manage chaange.
Businesss Managem
ment Skills : Planninng marketinng, financinng Human
Relationss, control decision makin
ng.
All skillss necessary for
f running an
a enterprisee.
Commun
nication Sk
kill : Readiing, listeninng, speakinng and wriiting skill,
interactioon with otherrs with clariity, timelineess and empaathy.
Behaviou
uralSkill : Skills whichh influence / promote business.
b
Ceertain basic
competen
ncies determ
mine type of behaviour.
b
2.7

Self-assessment question
ns.

1.

W are entrrepreneurial competencies?
What

2.

W is achieevement mottivation?
What

3.

D
Differentiate
knowledge skill
s
from prroblem solviing skill?

4.

W are perssonal entreprreneurial skiills
What

5.

H individuual skills are different froom group skkills ?
How

2.8

F
Further
Readings :

1.

Desai V, the
D
t
Dynam
mics of Enntrepreneuriaal Development and
M
Management,
, Himalaya Mumbai.
M

2.

Pareek U & Rao T.V
V. , Developping Entreppreneurship, Learning
sy
ystem, New Delhi.

3

w
www.venture
epress.org

2.9

Moodel Questio
ons :

1.

How entreprreneurial coompetencies can be deeveloped byy training,
H
exxperience annd guidance.

2.

What are op
W
pportunity competencie
c
s? How aree they diffeerent from
reelationship competencie
c
s and concepptual competencies.

3.

State entreprreneurial skkills? How
w do you differentiatee personal
m behaviourrskills.
enntrepreneuriial skills from
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Unit-3
Evolution and Growth of Entrepreneurs hip in India
Learning Objectives
After Completion of the Unit, you should be able to:




Evolution and Growth of
Entrepreneurship
in India

Understand how entrepreneurial process grew in India over a period
of time.
Entrepreneurial practices in pre-independence and post-independence
India.
Explain the recent trends and current practises in recent years.

Structure
3.1 Introduction
3.2 Evolution of Entrepreneurship
3.3 Factors affecting growth of Entrepreneurship in India Business
3.4 Enterprising in Past
3.5 Overview of Indian society and entrepreneurship development
3.6 Entrepreneurship Development in Post-independence India
3.7 The Indian start-ups : Past and Present
3.8 Summary
3.9 Key Terms
3.10 Self Assessment Questions
3.11 Further readings
3.12 Model Questions
3.1 Introduction

Today, many more Indian entrepreneurs are emerging in the business
world. Astonishingly enough, they are quite different from when they first
appeared over twenty years ago. In the 1980s, the Indian economy was
greatly bogged down by an atrocious socialistic ideology, whereby a rigid
license raj and corrupt bureaucratic control was how businesses were
conducted. It began when Jawaharlal Nehru, India's first Prime Minister,
wanted to tailor the Indian economy after the Soviet Union's socialistic
economic structure. In his mind, he strongly believed that the state should
control every aspect of the Indian economy, and thus, a planned economic
growth could be achieved. His idea revolved around issuing licenses to a
worthy few who were selected based on their credentials and the existing
market economies of operation. Although Nehru had good intentions, the
way he executed his plan proved to be counterproductive. Nehru strongly
believed that entrepreneurs should focus their efforts on nation building
rather than selling products or competing with each other, because he felt
that it did not directly contribute to this cause. To ensure that the concept
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of nation building was properly enforced by all business owners,
Nehru made sure that every entrepreneur received a "certified
nation building" license from the relevant license officer. He also
put forth a rule stating that only two to three companies could be
granted a license within the same industry, greatly limiting the
possibility of establishing competition. In addition, Nehru wanted
industries to be located all over India, rather than be positioned at
select industrial hubs, a strategy which he theorized would ensure
a balanced industrial growth.
During this license raj, most highly qualified young Indian
graduates had no family connections nor were interested in
influencing excise officers. Therefore, many of them immigrated
to the United States to avoid such red tape and to gain economic
freedom. Realizing that the existing economy was in dire crisis,
Indian business practices began changing for the better in 1991
after extensive economic reforms. By ridding the old socialistic
license raj system, Indian entrepreneurs no longer needed to
worry about excise officers in order to achieve their business
goals. This encouraged them to start focusing on expanding their
markets and acquiring more customers.
Today's promising market conditions have been very encouraging
to many young graduates who strongly believe that they have the
technical knowledge and skills to attract new customers. These
young Indian entrepreneurs are not the typical and conventional
business entrepreneur. They are the children of many business
professionals. As elite graduates of IITs, National Institutes of
Technology, Indian Institute of Science, and the IIMs, this new
young breed of worthy entrepreneurs have targeted their efforts
on innovative ways to technologically address the genuine needs
of millions of people.
The rapid success of Indian American entrepreneurs has led to
vast angel investments in India. Organizing themselves into angel
confederacies after the Band of Angels in the Silicon Valley, each
member diligently researches and pools their own capital for each
prospective investment. Being known for founding and
establishing well-known companies such as Symantec, Logitech,
National Semiconductor, Sun Microsystems, Hewlett Packard,
and Intuit, etc., these angel investors like to invest their time and
money into new, cutting edge, start-up companies. This trend has
boasted the pace at which new start-ups are being established in
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India.

3.2 Evolution of Entrepreneurship

The earliest definition of entrepreneur was given by Marco polo. He had
established a
rade route to the far East. He used to sign a contract with
a venture capitalist to sell his goods. The capitalist was the risk bearer. The
merchant took the role of trading . After his successful selling of goods
and completing his trips, the profits were shared by the capitalist and the
merchant.
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Middle Ages : In the Middle Ages ,the term entrepreneur was referred to a
person who was managing a large number of project . He used to manage
the projects using the resources provided. An example is a cleric who is in
charge of great architectural works such as castles, public building,
cathedrals etc.
17th century : In the 17th century ,an entrepreneur was a person who used
to have a contractual arrangement with the government to perform a
service or to supply some goods .The profit or loss was borne by the
entrepreneur.
18th century : It was Richard Cantillon, a French Economist, who applied
the term entrepreneur to business for the first time. He is regarded, by
some, as the founder of the concept of entrepreneurship. He defined an
entrepreneur as a person who buys service at certain prices with a view to
sell them at uncertain prices in the future.
19th century: In the 19th century, the entrepreneurs were not distinguished
from managers. They were viewed mostly from the economic perspective
. An entrepreneur was the one who assumes risk, contributes his own
initiative and skills, plans, organizes and leads his enterprise.
20th century : During the early, Dewing considered entrepreneur as a
business promoter and viewed the promoter as the one who transformed
ideas into a profitable venture. It was Josheph Schumpeter who described
that an entrepreneur is an innovator who develops untried technology.
21th century : According to some research scientists like Live De Bone
to be an entrepreneur it was not necessary that an individual generates an
entirely new idea, but if he is adding incremental value to the current
product or service, he can rightly be called an entrepreneur.
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Entrepreneurship is a complex phenomenon influenced by the
interplay of a wide variety of factors. The entrepreneurial activity
at any time is dependent upon a complex and varying combination
of economic, social, political, psychological and other factors.
These factors may have been both positive and negative
effluences on the emergence of entrepreneurship. Positive
influences constitute facilitative and conductive conclusive for the
emergence of entrepreneurship whereas negative influences create
inhibiting milieu to the emergence of entrepreneurship. Following
factors contribute to the success of entrepreneurship:
1.Personality Factors

Personality traits such as inner desire for control of their
activities, tolerance for risk, high level of tolerance to function in
adverse situations and background experiences such as the family
environment, level of education, age and work history tolerance
for ambiguity are important personal characteristics that affect
entrepreneurship. Individuals who are desirous of working
independently; willing to work for long hours and assume risk;
are self-confident and hard-working are likely to be more
successful as entrepreneurs than those who do not posses these
qualities
Personal factors, becoming core competencies of entrepreneurs,
include:
(a)

Initiative (does things before being asked for)

(b)

Proactive (identification and utilization of opportunities)

(c)

Perseverance (working against all odds to overcome
obstacles and never complacent with success)

(d)

Problem-solver (conceives
innovative solutions)

(e)

Persuasion (to customers and financiers for patronization of
his business and develops & maintains relationships)

(f)

Self-confidence (takes and sticks to his decisions)

(g)

Self-critical (learning from his mistakes and experiences of
others)

(h)

A Planner (collects information, prepares a plan, and
monitors performance)

(i)

Risk-taker (the basic quality).

new

ideas

and

achieves
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2. Environmental factors

These factors relate to the conditions in which an entrepreneur has to
work. If the environment that a individual is working in is unsatisfactory,
that is, not conducive to his growth needs, it is likely that the individual
will quit his job and start his own business as an entrepreneur. Unsatisfied
personal needs for growth and achievement in employment conditions
results in successful entrepreneurship.
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3. Political

Some researchers felt that the growth of entrepreneurship cannot be
explained fully unless the political set-up of a country is taken into
consideration. Political stability in a country is absolutely essential for
smooth economic activity. Frequent political protests, strikes, etc. hinder
economic activity and entrepreneurship. Unfair trade practices, irrational
monetary and fiscal policies, etc. are a roadblock to the growth of
entrepreneurship

4. Socio-Economic Factors

The entrepreneurial activity at any time and place is governed by varying
combination of socio-economic factors. The empirical studies have
identified the following socioeconomic factors:
Cast/religion
Family background
Level of Education
Level of perception
Legitimacy of Entrepreneurship
Migratory character
Social Mobility
Social Security
Investment capacity
Ambition/motivation
5. Economic Factor

Factors such as availability of finance, labour, land, accessibility of
customers, suppliers are the factors that stimulate entrepreneurship. Capital
is one of the most important prerequisites to establish an enterprise.
Availability of sufficient capital affects the introduction, survival and
growth of a business enterprise. Capital is regarded as lubricant to the
process of production. If we increase in capital investment, capital output
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ratio also tends to increases. This results in increase in profit,
which ultimately goes to capital formation. Due to this capital
supply increase, entrepreneurship also increases.
6. Other Factors
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Entrepreneurial Education
More and more people with high academic attainments started
joining the ranks of industrialists, especially the professionals
holding qualifications in engineering, law, medicine, cost and
chartered accounting. The newer entrepreneurs have a larger
proportion of their floatation in the traditional sector, but these
professionals have by and large preferred to make their
investments in modern sector. The technicians in particular
among both old and new entrepreneurs have entered industries in
the modern sector having a bearing of their academic
qualifications. Many universities and institutes are nowadays
offering entrepreneurship education. A number of institutes have
set up successful entrepreneurship centres, which provide help to
budding entrepreneurs by conducting formal training and
structured mentoring programs.
Impact of Services Sector
Increase in per capita income leads to a greater share of the
services sector in the national economy. The average size of
firms‟ m many sections of the services sector are relatively small.
This in turn promotes entrepreneurial activity across a number of
service sector industries. Even for some developing countries
such as India, services account for over half of the total GDP.
Growing importance of services in the overall economy has paved
the way for entrepreneurial activity. New industries such as
software and business process outsourcing have emerged and
these have a large number of entrepreneurial firms.
Increasing Demand for Variety
Increased wealth has led to increase in the demand for variety.
The increasing demand for new products is of advantage to
smaller firms. A number of studies have shown the comparative
advantage of smaller firms in being innovative and coming up
with new products. If the products has unmet demand, it will
create a market for itself. The success of entrepreneurship is,
therefore, dependent upon the extent to which the product is in
demand. Changes in consumer tastes are a major reason for
growth of entrepreneur•ship. People are, inclined to products that
are specifically designed to meet their special needs. Mass
produced homogenous goods do not enjoy as wide an appeal
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Impact of Ethical Value System
Max Weber was first to point out that the entrepreneurial growth was
governed by the ethical value system of the society concerned. He said that
the spirit of rapid industrial growth depends upon a rationalized
technology, acquisition of money and its rational use for productivity and
multiplication of money. These elements depend upon a specific value
orientation of individuals. Entrepreneurship develops rapidly in those
societies where ethical values provided independent capacity of decisionmaking. No doubt, this view has some truth but it is not accepted
universally.
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Internal Control System
Entrepreneurship largely depends upon the control system designed for
controlling the business activities. If the control system is effective they
will result in optimal inventory, good quality products and high profit
margins. This will have a positive effect on the success of
entrepreneurship.

3.4 Business Enterprising in Past
Since ancient times, Indian products have made their way to markets
abroad. Muslin from India was used by the Pharaohs for Egyptian
mummies. Value systems and cultural norms affect the acceptability and
perceived utility of entrepreneurial activity. Thus, whereas Western
culture tends to encourage the drive to achieve that McClelland found to
be a key aspect of the entrepreneurial personality, the Indian culture
consists of a network of beliefs that in many ways counter
entrepreneurship development. For example, Indians believe that being
passive and content with the status quo is healthier for the inner soul than
striving to improve one's situation. They believe that peace of mind can be
achieved from spiritual calm rather than from materialism. Work, in and
of itself, is not valued in India and is done with involvement only when
done for a nurturing superior; otherwise, it gets perfunctory attention.
People in India perform their work only as a favour to their employer. In
India, much energy and creativity (which may have been manifested in
entrepreneurial behaviour in the context of a different culture) is redirected
toward aligning oneself with the environment status quo (accepting
destiny). As explains, people are more sensitive to emotional affinity in
the workplace than toward work and productivity. Although colonialism
provided opportunities for Western entrepreneurs, colonial government
was rarely an agent of expatriate enterprise or metropolitan industries.
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Authors find that the rise of marwari businessmen in Eastern India
began well before Independence and that the political history of
late colonialism was only loosely connected to business history on
the subcontinent. Entrepreneurship flourished among ethnic
minorities which formed special links with colonial authorities,
such as the parsees in nineteenth century India. The Jains have
long been a trading community, not out of an entrepreneurial spirit
based on materialism, but rather because trading was an occupation
that kept them relatively free from conflict with the requirements
of their religious practices. The marwaris (formerly known as
banias) are a non-Bengali caste specializing in domestic trade.
Their enterprises have complemented those of English
entrepreneurs had become prominent in a diversified industrial
economy.

3.5 Overview of Indian
development

society and

entrepreneurship

Gujaratis of Ahmedabad, Gujaratis of large cities were diligent and
adventurous and following the example of the parsis were
venturing into new business combines. The „clever and sensitive‟
Bengalis, owing to their affinity with the colonialists were able to
amass wealth and start new businesses. If we look into the basic
differences between Calcutta (the first trading capital of East India
Company) and Bombay (the trading capital of India in later days),
the differences in their functioning become very clear. Under the
prevalent managing agency system, capital was raised within a
particular business group based on the credit standing of a small
number of capable entrepreneurs, who controlled their enterprises.
Each business group developed itself into a trust based on family
ties, which aspect has greatly diminished in importance in recent
times. Big cities provided prospective businessmen the
opportunities for their growth and determined the nature of
domestic consumption in the light of import of British goods. The
British way-of-life became common amongst the high-income
classes, with its own demonstration effect. As the cities expanded,
factory system of production was adopted, leading to a different
mode of commodity consumption, as distinct from the traditional
way in the rural areas. While the city-made goods would be
available everywhere, the artisanries were consumed mainly in the
rural areas. The factory products and the rural traditional products
in a way performed different roles in the lives of Indian people.
However, the picture is fast changing with the
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impact of urbanization and industrialization which are changing the rural
consumption habits very much. The retarding caste system has resulted in
a high proportion of people (especially in rural areas) living below poverty
line. The towns of Navsari (in the hinterland of Bombay and the Mecca of
parsi community) and Murshidabad (in the hinterland of Calcutta where
the marwaris were expanding their influence into that city) can be
compared in respect of consumption differences. Navsari was a cotton
centre, while Murshidabad was a silk trading centre. While the kinds of
products supplied by handicrafts industry varied according to castes, their
distribution and consumption were also on caste lines. In Navsari, the
parsi entrepreneurs effected the substitution of traditional products by new
products which were cheaper as a result of large scale production.
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The Birla combine of the marwari community is characterized by
solidarity of family ties and has been mainly involved in the production of
consumption goods. Its proposal for construction of a steel plant was
rejected by the government in 1954 which resolved that only government
can undertake new steel plants. B M Birla had explained to the estimates
Committee of the Parliament that the negotiations for British aid was
satisfactory and that the costs would be lower than that under any
government venture of similar type.
Many business combines of today had their origins in the 17th century.
These castes achieved their growth by associating themselves with the
Portuguese, Dutch and French business houses operating in important
trading centres. After the British domination, these merchants continued
their activities entering into close association with British capital. Hence
their profit seeking interests were in contradiction with the national spirit
of the intellectual class. That the entrepreneurs had deliberately separated
their economic and political activities to enable their communities to
prosper is significant when compared to that of industrialized countries.

3.6 Entrepreneurship Development in Post-independence India
India created a large number of government institutions to meet the
objective of growth with equity. The size of the government grew
substantially as it played an increasingly larger role in the economy in such
areas as investment, production, retailing, and regulation of the private
sector. For example, in the late 1950s and 1960s, the government
established public sector enterprises in such areas as production and
distribution of electricity, petroleum products, steel, coal, and engineering
goods. In the late 1960s, it nationalized the banking and insurance sectors.
To alleviate the shortages of food and other agricultural outputs, it
provided modern agricultural inputs (for example farm machinery,
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irrigation, high yielding varieties of seeds, chemical fertilizers) to
farmers at highly subsidized prices. In 1970, to increase foreign
exchange earnings, it designated exports as a priority sector for
active government help and established, among other things, a duty
drawback system, programmes of assistance for market
development, and 100 per cent export-oriented entities to help
producers export. Finally, from the late 1970s through the mid1980s, India liberalized imports such that those not subject to
licensing as a proportion to total imports grew from five per cent in
1980-1981 to about 30 per cent in 1987-1988. However, this partial
removal of quantitative restrictions was accompanied by a steep rise
in tariff rates.
The progress of Indian economic development provides further
evidence that individuals do respond to incentives in their pursuit of
self-survival and accumulation of wealth. Further, the nature of this
response depends on the economic climate, particularly the role of
the government. India‟s economy struggled as long as it was based
in a system of government regulation with little interaction with
economic forces outside the country. The economic reforms of the
early 1990s set the stage for substantial improvements in the Indian
economy. As was stated earlier,40 India‟s economy grew at an
average of 6.3 per cent from 1992-1993 to 2000-2001. Further, its
rate of inflation and fiscal deficit both decreased substantially.
Improved exchange rate management led to improved financing of
the current account deficit and higher foreign exchange reserves.
Finally, India‟s GDP and per capita income both increased
substantially from 1990 onwards.

3.7 The Indian Start-ups : Past and Present
The accelerated boom of entrepreneurs, massive funding raised by
start-ups and their reported astounding valuations validates that this
is probably the best time for the start-up ecosystem in India.
Numbers do the telling: The rapid growth of start-ups in India. The
2014 NASSCOM start-up report has found India to be the fastest
growing and third largest start-up ecosystem is in the entire planet.
The current scenario is considered to be the most viable for start-ups.
The technological advances, more accessible resources, knowledge
pool, massive funding, emerging global standards and thriving
domestic markets are fuelling start-ups and creating conducive
environment for their growth.
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Indian Entrepreneurship has a rich history. While the current entrepreneur
mindset may differ from what it was in the pre-independence era, the
period did see surge of start-ups, of course, at a much slower rate than the
present. With India celebrating its 69th Independence Day in a few days,
let us revisit the evolution of the start-ups in India from the preIndependence era to the present day.
Indian Start-ups : Pre-independence to Present
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The colonial era saw entrepreneurship to be confined by the boundaries of
social, cultural and religious rigidities. Further, the colonial rule brought in
an array of political and economic factors that were non-conducive for
entrepreneurship. The volatile political environment, lack of favourable
laws, harsh tax policies restricted the surge of entrepreneurship. The
education system did nothing to encourage emergence of start-ups during
this period. Slowly, the social reforms, rising nationalism and betterment
of education brought steady change in the scenario.
In spite of these drawbacks, the East India Company, deliberately or
accidentally, seems to have played a vital role in the emergence of Indian
entrepreneurs. The popularity of swadeshi campaign, a campaign focussed
on the use of indigenous goods by locals, is also believed to have played a
significant role in the growth of start-ups in the country.
The period between the world wars was marked by the visible growth of
entrepreneurship in India. The emergence of the Managing Agency System
played a significant role in growth of entrepreneurship during this period.
The following decades brought many opportunities for business that was
effectively capitalised by entrepreneurs. This coupled with the society
attitude broadened the vision for the Indian business class. This remained
to be the backdrop for the growth of Indian entrepreneurship after
Independence.
Independence was marked by significant shift in the entrepreneurial sector.
With the new found freedom, entrepreneurs gained the confidence and
belief to pursue their entrepreneurial dreams. Need of employment and
regional development paved way for start-ups. However, during this period
policies were not formulated with any special emphasis on
entrepreneurship. Development of industries on large scale was still the
focus.
Impact of Globalization
Globalization means international integration : It is concerned with
opening up of world trade, development of advance means of
communication internationalization of financial markets, growing
importance of MNCs, population migrations and increase mobility
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of persons, goods, capital data‟s and ideas. Economic impact of
globalization can be viewed in the form of multi-lateral agreements in
trade, taking on such new agendas as environmental and social
conditions; new multilateral agreements for services, intellectual
properties, communications and more bindings on national
governments rather than any previous agreements; market economic
policies spreading around the world with greater privatization and
liberalization than in earlier decades; growing global People can now
execute trade services globally.
Problems with Globalization
Poor people, tribal groups were not affected by globalization and
remain poor and poorest as they were; increase in gap between rich
and poor. Ethical responsibility of business has been diminished.
Price hike of daily usable commodities decreased consumption of
commodities. Young generation leaving their studies at an early stage
and joining call centres to earn easy money, there by losing their
social life and getting habituated to work, multi-party rule, political
ideology, intervened globalization through reservation labour law
reformation etc.
India is getting a global recognition, it is slowly moving towards
being a major player in economic and political field. In spite of rapid
development basic problems like unemployment rural poverty,
political instability, corruption remains unsolved. The process of
globalization has changed the industrial pattern and has an impact on
Indian trade system. Globalization of economic, social, and cultural
structure happened. Previously the pace of progress has slow, today
with the advent of information technology, the world has become a
global village.
Globalization has resulted in increasing in production of range of
goods MNCs entered all over the world. Credit cards boosted
consumerism and pushed many house hold indebtedness. A
consumerist mentality adversely affected on the habit of saving, today
people can buy goods and services even if they do not have adequate
purchasing power, raising loans become easy.
The process of economic reforms since 1991 has a major impact on
small enterprises in India. These initiatives, on one hand, created
tremendous opportunities for their growth; on the other hand, they
have thrown up new challenges for them. Issues like building global
competitiveness, technology up gradation, and achieving world class
quality have become essential for survival and growth of small
enterprises. Prior to reforms, government has overprotected small
enterprises. They never had a strong desire to grow to medium and
large scale because of the protection given to them. Now they have to Page 43

face severe competition from domestic and multinationals large enterprises.
Competition from multinational companies has made survival difficult for
small enterprises. They are facing problems like delay in project
implementation, lack of infrastructural facilities, inadequate availability of
finance and credit, cheap and low quality products, delay in payment,
technology obsolescence, lack of proper knowledge about markets, stiff
competition, lack of managerial skills etc. Small enterprises suffer since
lending institutions and promotional agencies serve multinationals and big
players on a priority basis. In the changed environment after globalization
and liberalization, the policies for small enterprises need to be effective and
growth oriented so as to achieve competitiveness.
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Impact of World Trade Organization (WTO)
The WTO was established to deal with all the major aspects of
international trade and it had far reaching effect not only on India‟s foreign
trade but also on its internal economy. India is signatory to WTO. WTO
has altered the framework of international trade. The main outcome of
WTO stipulated requirements will be brought about through reduction in
export subsidies, greater market access, removal of non-tariff barriers, and
reduction in tariffs. There will also be tighter patent laws through
regulation of intellectual property rights under Trade Related Intellectual
Property Rights (TRIPS) agreements, which laid down what is to be
patented, for what duration and on what terms. SME sector is most
vulnerable to impact of WTO. The impacts are: Import of consumer goods
from East Asia and China Shift in procurement by large companies from
SMEs to overseas suppliers. Inability of SMEs to implement anti-dumping
measures and counter other unfair practices such as moves by competitors
to patent traditional Indian products and brands. Continuing of imports
through illegal channels via neighbouring countries. WTO has both
favourable and non favourable impact on the Indian economy.
Favourable Impact: Increase in export earnings: Increase in export
earnings can be viewed from growth in Merchandise exports and growth in
service exports. Establishment of WTO has increased the exports of
developing countries because of reduction in tariff and non-tariff trade
barriers. WTO introduced GATS (General Agreement on Trade in
Services) that proved beneficial for countries like India.
Agricultural exports: Reduction of trade barriers and domestic subsidies
raise the price of agricultural products in international market. India hopes
o benefits from this in the form of higher export earnings from agriculture.
Textile and clothing; the phasing out of MFA will largely benefit the
textile sector. It will help the developing countries like India to increase
the export of textile and clothing.
Foreign Direct Investment: As per the TRIMs agreement, restrictions on
foreign investment have been withdrawn by the member nations of WTO.
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This has benefited developing countries by way of foreign direct
investment, Euro equities and portfolio investments. Multilateral rules
and discipline: It is expected that fare trade conditions will be created
due to rules and disciplines related to practices like anti-dumping,
subsidies and countervailing measures safe guards and dispute
settlement. Such conditions will benefit India in its attempts to
globalize its economy.
Unfavourable Impact: TRIPs : Protection of intellectual property
rights has been one of the major concerns of WTO. As a member of
WTO India has to comply with the TRIPs standards. However, the
agreement on TRIPs goes against the Indian Patent Act, 1970 in the
following ways –
Pharmaceutical Sector - Under the Indian patent act 1970 only
processpatents are granted to chemical, drug and medicine. Thus the
company can legally manufactures one it had the product patterns. So
Indian pharmaceutical company could sell good quality products
(medicines) at low prices. However under TRIPs agreement product
patents will also be granted, that will raise the prices of medicine.
Fortunately most of drugs manufacture in India are off patents and so
will be less affected.
Agricultural – Agreement on TRIPs extends to agriculture the MNG
with their huge financial resources may also take over seed
production and will eventually control food production. Large
majority of Indian population depends on agriculture for their lively
hood. These developments will have serious consciences. Under
TRIPs agreement, patenting has been extended to microorganisms
well. These mills largely benefits MNCs and not developing countries
like India.
TRIMS: The agreement on TRIMS favours develop nations. There
are no rules in the agreement to formulate international rules for
controlling business practices of foreign investors, also complying
with the TRIMS agreement will contradict our objective of selfreliant growth based on locally available technology and resources.
GATS: The agreement on GATS also favour develop nations more.
The rapidly growing service sector in India. Now have to compete
with joint foreign firms. Foreign firms are allowed to remit their
profits, dividends and royalties to their parent companies, it will cause
foreign exchange burden of India.
Trade and Non-Tariff Barriers: Reduction of trade and non-tariff
barriers has adversely affected sports on various Indian products have
been hit by nontariff barrier. These include marine product, textile,
floriculture, pharmaceutical, basmati rice, leather goods etc.
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LDC Exports: Many member nations are agreed to provide duty free and
quota free market access to all products originating from least developed
countries. India will have to now bear the adverse effect of competing with
chief LDC exports. Moreover LDC exports will also come to the Indian
market and thus compete with PETE domestically produced goods.
WTO is a powerful body that will enact international laws on various
matters. It will also globalize many countries and make them to develop
their competitive advantages and seek benefits from advance technology
of other nations. Countries like India will face serious problems by
compiling to WTO agreements. Of course it can also benefit can it by
taking advantage of the changing international environment.
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3.8 Summary
Today's promising market conditions have been very encouraging to many
young graduates who strongly believe that they have the technical
knowledge and skills to attract new customers. These young Indian
entrepreneurs are not the typical and conventional business entrepreneur.
According to some research scientists like Live De Bone to be an
entrepreneur it was not necessary that an individual generates an entirely
new idea, but if he is adding incremental value to the current product or
service, he can rightly be called an entrepreneur.
The entrepreneurial activity at any time is dependent upon a complex and
varying combination of economic, social, political, psychological and
other factors. These factors may have been both positive and negative
effluences on the emergence of entrepreneurship.
Since ancient times, Indian products have made their way to markets
abroad. Muslin from India was used by the Pharaohs for Egyptian
mummies. Value systems and cultural norms affect the acceptability and
perceived utility of entrepreneurial activity.
The progress of Indian economic development provides further evidence
that individuals do respond to incentives in their pursuit of self-survival
and accumulation of wealth.
The accelerated boom of entrepreneurs, massive funding raised by startups and their reported astounding valuations validates that this is probably
the best time for the start-up ecosystem in India.
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3.9 Key Terms
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 Evolution of entrepreneurship – It refers to the emergence of
entrepreneurs with reference to the demand of the eco-system.
 Growth and development - Economic growth is generally a short
run concept while economic development is a long time
commitment.
 Growth of entrepreneurship - It is all about the identification of an
opportunity, creation of new organization, and pursuing new
ventures.
 Start-Ups- These are entrepreneurial ventures typically describing
newly emerged, fast-growing business.
3.10 Self-Assessment Questions
Explain the evolution of entrepreneurship in India in brief.
Ans:

Identify the factors that put an adverse effect on the growth of
entrepreneurship.
Ans:
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What is the positive impact of globalisation on Indian economy?
Ans:
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3.12 Model Questions
1. Make an appraisal of entrepreneurial growth in India by comparing
the past and present trend.
2. Explain the entrepreneurial dreams of the new generation with
regard to Start-ups in India.
3. Highlight the personality factors in details that grossly affect
entrepreneurial growth and development.
4. Differentiate between GATT and WTO. How WTO membership
benefited India?
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Unit-4
Role of Entrepreneurship in Economic Development
Learning Objective
After Completion of the Unit, you should be able to:
 Explain the significance
development.

of entrepreneurs

in economic

Role of
Entrepreneurship
in Economic
Development

 Describe the role of entrepreneurs as leaders.
 Highlight the ultimate contribution of entrepreneurs to the
society.
Structure
4.1 Introduction
4.2 Notion of Economic Development
4.3 Role of Entrepreneurs
4.4 Entrepreneurship: The heart of economic growth
4.5 Entrepreneurs and Society
4.6 Entrepreneurial contributions in India
4.7 Summary
4.8 Key Terms
4.9 Self Assessment Questions
4.10 Further readings
4.11 Model Questions

4.1 Introduction

The role of entrepreneurship in economic development varies from
economy to economy depending upon its material resources,
industrial climate and the responsiveness of the political system to
the entrepreneurial function. The entrepreneurs contribute more in
favourable opportunity conditions than in the economies with
relatively less favourable opportunity conditions. Viewed from the
opportunity conditions point of view, the underdeveloped regions,
due to the paucity of funds, lack of skilled labour and non-existence
of minimum social and economic overheads, are less conducive to
the emergence particularly of innovative entrepreneurs. In such
regions, entrepreneurship does not emerge out of industrial
background with well developed institutions to support and
encourage it. Therefore, entrepreneurs in such regions may not be
an “innovator” but an “imitator” who would copy the innovations
introduced by the “innovative” entrepreneurs of the developed
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regions. With regard to the concept of personality aspect of
entrepreneurship, some people with high achievement motivation
come forward to behave in an entrepreneurial way to change the
stationary inertia, as they would not be satisfied with the present
status that they have in the society. Under the conditions of paucity of
funds and the problem of imperfect market in underdeveloped
regions, the entrepreneurs are bound to launch their enterprises on a
small-scale. As imitation requires lesser funds than innovation, it is
realized that such regions should have more imitative entrepreneurs.
And, it is also felt that imitation of innovations introduced in
developed regions on a massive scale can bring about rapid economic
development in underdeveloped regions also. But, it does not mean
that such imitation requires in any way lesser ability on the part of
entrepreneurs.

4.2 Notion of Economic Development
Economic development is the progress in an economy, or the
qualitative measure of this. It usually refers to the adoption of new
technologies, transition from agriculture- based to the
industrybased economy, and general improvement in living standards.
Economic growth represents an increase in jobs and income in the
community. it refers to the expansion of total economic activity in the
community. While economic development can involve job and
income growth, it also involves sustainable increases in the
productivity of individuals, businesses in enhancing the quality of
life. Economic growth is generally a short run concept while
economic development is a long time commitment. Economic
development is a process which involves various policies by which a
nation improves the economic, political, and social well being of its
people. Economic growth deals with increase in the level of output,
but economic development is related to increase in output coupled
with improvement in social , political welfare of people within a
country. Therefore, economic development encompasses both growth
and welfare value dimensions. In the ultimate analysis economic
development implies an upward movement of the entire social system
in terms of income, savings and investment along with progressive
changes in socio-economic structure of the country.
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4.3 Role of Entrepreneurs

The important role that entrepreneurship plays in the economic
development of an economy can now be put in a more systematic
and orderly manner as follows:
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Entrepreneurship promotes capital formation by mobilising the
idle saving of the public.



It provides immediate large-scale employment. Thus, it helps
reduce the unemployment problem in the country, i.e., the root
of all socio-economic problems.



It promotes balanced regional development.



It helps reduce the concentration of economic power.



It stimulates the equitable redistribution of wealth, income and
even political power in the interest of the country.



It encourages effective resource mobilisation of capital and
skill which might otherwise remain unutilized and idle.



It also induces backward and forward linkages which stimulate
the process of economic development in the country.



Last but no means the least, it also promotes country‟s export
trade i.e., an important ingredient to economic development.
Thus, it is clear that entrepreneurship serves as a catalyst of
economic development. On the whole, the role of
entrepreneurship in economic development of a country can best
be put as “an economy is the effect for which entrepreneurship
is the cause”
In the history of economic theory Herbert and Link identified 11
roles for the entrepreneur as follows :












the person who undertakes risk associated with uncertainty;
the person who supplies the financial capital;
innovator;
decision maker;
industrial leader;
manager;
organiser of economic resources;
business owner;
contractor;
referee;
locator of resources
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4.4 Entrepreneurship: The heart of economic growth
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Many young fearless entrepreneurs have set the path for a wave of
entrepreneurship in the country and this entrepreneurial spirit has
resulted in not just innovation but also in entrepreneurship being
recognized as the driving force of the market. Innovation is crucial for
a thriving economy and especially in today‟s increasingly competitive
world. In India, entrepreneurship is accelerating innovation in areas
like Education, IT, Health Care etc and generating solutions to many
such problem areas. India has witnessed several innovative ideas and
businesses driven by start-ups thus leading to entrepreneurship
emerging as a valuable input to the economic growth of the country.
Economic development of a country is supported by entrepreneurship
in several ways. It is a key contributor to innovativeness and product
improvement and a pivotal ingredient to employment creation.
Another important aspect to be considered is that in the context of the
Indian market, entrepreneurship led economic growth is more
inclusive and hence Governments, both at Centre and State level, have
been taking initiatives to boost the entrepreneurial ecosystem as they
realise the benefits entrepreneurship brings to the economic growth of
the country.
Economic slowdown is one of the reasons that has led to a downturn in
employment opportunities in the country. Unemployment amongst the
youth is on the rise and in this regard entrepreneurship is playing a key
role in creating jobs. An entrepreneur is not just creating self
employment but also building a structure for small to large scale
employment. As these enterprises grow, the employment opportunities
increase. In India, many start-ups that started out as home based
ventures are today employers to hundreds of individuals. A
company/entrepreneur with an innovative-idea has the power to build
employment and in turn stimulate the economy.
Besides employment, another area that is witnessing development by
virtue of entrepreneurship is modernisation in the regional areas or
Tier II cities in the country. Due to financial constraints and
competition in the metro cities, entrepreneurs are setting up industries
in Tier II cities. Some State Governments like Kerala, Maharashtra,
Tamil Nadu are offering schemes/incentives for setting up of SME‟s in
Tier II and III cities. The growth of businesses in these smaller towns
is leading to several public benefits in the area like better
transportation, health facilities,
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education etc thus promoting a balanced development in the
country. This is also leading to more and more entrepreneurs
setting up base in their hometowns due to lower costs and
affordable talent driving investor attention and incubation centres
to these cities too.
This brings to us to another crucial element of standard of living.
To ensure people can afford good quality goods at reasonable
prices and avail quality services is a crucial feature of a developing
economy. Today, entrepreneurial driven economy is the answer to
this need as it drives innovation in manufacturing of goods and
services leading to availability of goods at lower costs making them
more affordable. Entrepreneurs explore opportunities, make
effective utilisation of resources and create new goods and services.
These are for consumption within the country and hence will lead
to growth in the national income and invariably reduce our import
dependency making the economy stronger.
Entrepreneurs are no doubt catalysts of change and
innovation. Entrepreneurship stems from the need of fulfilling a
gap that exists in the market and this sets the entire process of
development in motion. The entrepreneurial growth in our country
has triggered a host of economic benefits, together with new
businesses, new jobs and new products and services. The
Government now also needs to play their part in encouraging this
development and provide opportunities for not just education
directed towards building entrepreneurial skills but also passing
favourable plans/policies to strengthen the entrepreneurial
ecosystem in the country.

4.5 Entrepreneurs and Society
Entrepreneurs have much to give to society. Their contribution to
the welfare of society is of high order. A business person apart
from making money for him or herself also helps the society in
many ways financially and socially. Financially, of course the
respective organization benefits by the business carried out by
entrepreneurs. At the same time many of the welfare activities of
the businessman improve the living conditions of the people of that
particular society.
How does an entrepreneur help the society?
Donations – A business person donates a lot of money for charity
purposes. From his or her earnings, he or she would like to help the
downtrodden and try to improve their living conditions.
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Charitable institutions – A businessman or woman sets up various
educational, medical and vocational training institutions to provide the
less privileged with benefits which they normally cannot afford. The
fees may be less or waived in the case of a meritorious student.
Hospitals are also run by these charitable institutions.
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Sponsorship – Many business people sponsor a candidate for higher
education or fund a child in an orphanage. In fact, many orphanages are
backed by these business people. Scholarships are provided to a poor
student for him or her to avail of better educational opportunities.
Welfare programs – A businessman or woman financially contributes
to various welfare programs, like helping the blind, orphans, widow etc.
In times of crisis, they help by donating items such as blankets, clothes,
medicines etc.
Advisors to respective government – Many successful business
people participate in government activities in order to promote the wellbeing of the citizens. The government often seeks their advice on
certain social and economic activities.
Business is essential for the progress of a nation. A successful
businessman or woman is an asset to the society. He or she can
contribute to the wellbeing of a society in several ways that improve the
living conditions of the people.
4.6 Entrepreneurial contributions in India
Entrepreneurship as a whole contributes to social wealth by creating
new markets, new industries, new technology, new institutional forms,
new jobs and net increases in real productivity. The jobs created
through their activities in turn lead to equitable distribution of income
which culminates in higher standards of living for the populace. In this
way, the resources available to the government will likewise increase
and hence enable it to offer social services like hospitals and schools,
develop the infrastructure and keep law and order.
With this in mind, it would be thus prudent to see how we can promote
entrepreneurship among the populace so as to tap into the benefits that
will accrue from this approach. The Government of India‟s initiative is
a step in this direction as it seeks to promote entrepreneurship as an
alternative to formal employment. An important aspect that comes out
is how the culture of entrepreneurship can be promoted; the fact that
university students are the movers of the projects enables them to
understand the tenets of entrepreneurship, inculcates the spirit of
(social) entrepreneurship in them and imbues in them the option of
becoming entrepreneurs and not going into formal employment.
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4.7 Summary
Economic development encompasses both growth and welfare
value dimensions in the society. In the ultimate analysis economic
development implies an upward movement of the entire social
system in terms of income, savings and investment along with
progressive changes in socio-economic structure of the country.
Entrepreneurship serves as a catalyst of economic development.
On the whole, the role of entrepreneurship in economic
development of a country can best be put as “an economy is the
effect for which entrepreneurship is the cause”
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Economic development of a country is supported by
entrepreneurship in several ways. It is a key contributor to
innovativeness and product improvement and a pivotal ingredient
to employment creation. Another important aspect to be considered
is that in the context of the Indian market, entrepreneurship led
economic growth is more inclusive and hence Governments, both
at Centre and State level, have been taking initiatives to boost the
entrepreneurial ecosystem as they realise the benefits
entrepreneurship brings to the economic growth of the country.

4.8 Key Terms
Role- It refers to the identifiable activities played by the
entrepreneurs.
Entrepreneurship- It refers to the entrepreneurial activities with
reference to an organisation.
Economic development- It refers to the long term wealth creation
perspectives in an economy.
Social contribution- It refers to the ultimate offerings made by the
entrepreneurs to the society.
4.9 Self-Assessment Questions
Explain the evolution of entrepreneurship in India in brief.
Ans:
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Identify the factors that put adverse effects on the growth of
entrepreneurship in India .
Ans:
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4.11 Model Questions

1.

Highlight the role of entrepreneurs in Indian society.

2.

Describe how an entrepreneur can generate wealth as per
economic development dimensions are concerned.

3.5
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Benefits of being an Entrepreneur



First of all, being an entrepreneur you learn basic skills like – time
management, creativity enhancement, passion, strategy planning,
etc.



It certainly helps developing strong technology skills or expertise
in a key area.



You develop the ability to keep going in the face of hardship.



By studying Entrepreneurship and Innovation in college you can
understand and adapt change, because change is at the very core of
Entrepreneurship.



You develop the ability to think and then do big.



Do what you enjoy.
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